
   Census Tips for 2020  
Adapted from a PowerPoint by Laura Keyes-Kaplafka, Director of Dunlap PLD 

 
Beginning in early March, every household will get an invitation in the mail to respond to the Census.  

● It’s important to note that not everyone will receive the invitations at the same time. 

Otherwise that would be a huge burden to the Post Office. Therefore, these post cards are 

going to be staggered.  

● Please note: If someone forgets or loses the invitation he/she can still answer the census!  

There will be some additional questions to verify address, but no worries! 

● Example of the postcard we’ll receive in the mail: 

 

“Census Day” is April 1 -- but counting doesn’t all happen on that single date — here’s the details: 

● April 1st is an arbitrary fixed point in time that the Census uses to help answer special situations  

● Here’s a clear example: As of April 1, are you BORN? Then you count. If baby’s birthday is April 2 

-- even though counting is still going on -- they are not included in the count  

● If you live exactly half a year in two different places, which place do you live in on April 1?   

● If you are moving -- have you moved by April 1? Then you should be counted in your new home, 

not at your old address  

● And also this: they really are hoping people RESPOND BY April 1. It’s a psychological thing: when 

you give people a large window they tend to ignore it. 

The main window for completing your census form is from March 12 through April 30  



 

There are three ways to respond:  

● Online/mobile  

● By telephone  

● Or on a paper form by mail  

This is the first digital census … the government is hoping most people will respond via the website … it’s 

a lot more efficient for them than hand-tabulating paper forms  

So for almost everyone, that first invitation to respond is just going to include a website address where 

they can find the online form  

● Some people will get a paper form enclosed with that first letter  

● Even though we know many folks in our district don’t have reliable internet at home, we are still 

considered a suburban area. Therefore, everyone around here will most likely receive the 

postcard invitation directing them to go online.  

● And folks who don’t respond by April 8 or so … my understanding is that you’ll get a paper form 

in the mail at that time  

Beginning on May 1, if you haven’t answered the census, a census taker will be knocking on your door to 

personally encourage you to go online or call or to take your responses right then and there .  They will 

keep at it (5 or 6 times) so if you don’t want them coming to your house, respond before the end of 

April! 

 

There are 11 questions on the census form.  Here’s a great short video (6 min.  24 sec.) that walks 

individuals through the Census 2020 questions at https://youtu.be/fXg1_1HHKzA  

 

Should you suspect fraudulent activity, please go to https://www.census.gov/programs-

surveys/surveyhelp/fraudulent-activity-and-scams.html for assistance. 

 

Final takeaway — we all have a stake in this. The count affects us all. We obtain so much funding based 

on our census data. If we are undercounted, we will lose funding.  We need to do everything we can to 

ensure the 2020 Census is complete and accurate because there are no “do-overs.” We live with these 

results until 2031 and beyond.  
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